To: the President of the Fédération Internationale de Volleyball

Dear President,

The National Volleyball Association of .................................................................
herewith applies for the organisation of the ........ (year) .................................................................

(name of the competition)

Preference (*) Period


(*) In the case you are candidate to more than ONE event, please indicate your preferences by indicating your order of preference (from 1 - first choice - to your last choice).

Enclosed herewith we present the following documents:

1 Application signed by the Mayor of the city(ies) proposed to host each of the preliminary, semi-final and final rounds.

2 Letter of financial support guaranteed by .................................................................

3 Letter from the National Government supporting the organisation of the .................................................................

(name of competition)

and granting facilities for visas, importation of required material, security, currency exchange in connection with the competition, communications, transport and telecommunications.

4 The letter(s) of intent from one or several local television companies that are willing to act as host broadcaster.

5 Informations on Candidate cities (O-12), on competition hall (O-13), on training hall (O-14) and on hotels (O-15).

By this application, we agree to adhere strictly to the Sports Regulations.

We look forward to receiving your agreement.

Yours sincerely,

National Volleyball Federation of .................................................................

President ................................................................. Secretary General

Date ................................................................. Place .................................................................